Poststroke Cerebral Peduncular Atrophy Correlates with a Measure of Corticospinal Tract Injury in the Cerebral Hemisphere
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Background and Purpose: Methods have not been well developed and tested to predict the extent of remote degeneration in the central nervous system that follows cerebral infarction. We hypothesized that the extent of infarction overlap with the cerebral hemispheric course of the corticospinal tract (CST) on structural MR imaging predicts the extent of ipsilateral cerebral peduncular atrophy in patients with chronic stroke.

Materials and Methods: Hemiparetic patients (n = 34) with supratentorial unilateral infarctions who were at least 1 year poststroke onset and enrolled in research protocols of Constraint-Induced Movement therapy underwent volumetric T1 MR imaging of the brain. The following measures were calculated for each patient: 1) the maximal proportion of the CST in the cerebral hemisphere on axial section that was overlapped by infarction, 2) total infarction volume, and 3) the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the ipsilateral cerebral peduncle to the area of the contralateral cerebral peduncle (peduncular asymmetry ratio). 

Results: CST injury correlated significantly with the peduncular asymmetry ratio (r = −0.65; P < .001), whereas infarction volume did not (r = −0.31; P = .09).

Conclusions: The extent of postinfarction CST injury in the cerebral hemisphere predicts the extent of ipsilateral cerebral peduncular atrophy. More generally, the findings suggest that the extent of remote wallerian degeneration of a fiber tract is strongly related to its extent of injury directly at the site of infarction.
Patients included in the present study were required to have had volumetric T1-weighted brain MR imaging scans performed according to our project’s criteria at our institution immediately preceding or during the 2- or 3-week treatment period. Clinical inclusion criteria for the research programs included the following: poststroke interval more than 12 months; average item score by the more-affected arm at or less than 2.5 (maximum possible score = 5) on the 30-item Motor Activity Log (a validated self-report measure of real-world arm use); general medical stability; and ability to follow directions from project therapists. Patients were enrolled regardless of age, hand preference, laterality of motor deficit, stroke etiology (eg, hemorrhagic versus nonhemorrhagic), and number of strokes. Patients were excluded from the present study if their infarctions were bilateral or occurred at or below the level of the cerebral peduncles. Patients were included regardless of whether they had solitary or multiple unilateral hemispheric infarctions, because we regarded all of the hemispheric infarctions as potential contributors to peduncular atrophy. All of the patients were required to have sufficient documentation from medical records and medical examination by project neurologists to determine that stroke had been the only cause for chronic hemiparesis.

From 52 patients who were originally recruited to participate in the clinical studies, 17 were excluded from the present study because of lesions at or below the cerebral peduncles or occupying both hemispheres within individual patients. The final sample of 34 patients (19 men) were, on average, 4.7 years (±4.1 years; range: 1–20 years) poststroke.

**MR Image Acquisition and Analysis**

Imaging for this study depended on the availability of specific scanners at our institution, which varied over the years of this research program. Consequently, patients were evaluated on scanners that differed according to magnetic field strength and manufacturer. Thirteen patients were scanned on a 3T machine with the following parameters: whole-brain scan with approximately 130 sections of 1-mm thickness containing no gaps between sections, T1 turbo-field echo, TR = shortest, TE = 4.60 ms, matrix size = 240 × 240 ms; reconstructed size = 256 × 256 ms, voxel size = 1.04 × 1.05 × 1.00 mm³, FOV = 250, and flip angle = 8°. Ten patients were scanned on a 1.5T machine with the same parameters except for TR = 20 ms and TE = 6 ms. Eleven were scanned on a different 1.5T machine with the same parameters except for TR = 30 ms, TE = 6 ms, and flip angle = 45°. All of the scans were volumetric T1-weighted with axial scans set parallel to the orbital-meatal line. The images were stored in uncompressed Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine format on the Clinical Image Management System archive developed by the computer-assisted neurosurgery facility at our institution.

MRicro version 1.4 (available at http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/micro.html) image analysis software was used for structural measurements. The images of 4 bilaterally symmetric and intact structures (eyes, optic chiasm, margins of the middle cranial fossa, and auditory canals) were used as references to correct the amount of roll (lateral tilt) within the axial images. The roll in the scans was manually adjusted until these 4 structures appeared by inspection to be symmetrically visible within their respective horizontal sections. The peduncles were then measured with the method of Warabi et al. The brightness level in MRicro was adjusted to ascertain that the margins of the midbrain were clearly visible. The axial level that showed the greatest expansion of the cerebral peduncles was identified on the MR imaging scans. The medial boundary of the cerebral peduncle was determined by connecting the oculomotor nerve sulcus to the lateral sulcus of the midbrain. The cross-sectional area of the resulting enclosed figure was measured on both sides (Fig 1). The peduncular asymmetry ratio was calculated by the peduncular area ipsilateral to the infarction divided by the peduncular area contralateral to the infarction. In our study, the method of peduncular asymmetry ratio calculation was highly reliable (intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.9).

Infarctions were traced in MRicro by researchers under the supervision of the project’s current neurologist (V.W.M.) while blind to the clinical measures. Brightness levels were adjusted to maximally reveal the extent of suspected infarctions, which were defined as homogeneously hypointense regions of the parenchyma with distinct boundaries, of which the gray-scale values approximated those of the CSF within the lateral ventricles. (Chronic infarctions, unlike acute and subacute infarctions, have approximately the same T1 relaxation times as CSF.) Parenchymal lucencies that were at or less than 0.2 cm across or that were either linear or round with a smooth margin were judged to represent perivascular spaces rather than infarctions and, therefore, were not traced, except when no other lucencies were present that could account for hemiparesis. The total infarction volume was based on the sum of all of the individual unilateral hemispheric infarctions. In our sample, 24 patients had single infarctions, and 10 patients had multiple unilateral infarctions.

The technique that was used to measure the maximal amount of postinfarction injury to the CST in the cerebral hemisphere was described by Pineiro et al. An infarction mask was initially created on each patient’s scan by manually tracing each infarction within its corresponding horizontal section. The CST mask was then created by transferring to the MR image the boundaries of the CST that were indicated on the axial views from the Talairach atlas at approximately the same anatomic levels as those of the infarction. The area of the infarction and the area of the CST, as identified by the Talairach atlas, were then outlined within each horizontal section that contained both, and the proportion of the CST area in which the 2 masks overlapped was calculated with planimetry. This process was applied to each section of the MR imaging that demonstrated infarction. The largest proportional amount of CST area overlap by infarction among all of the MR imaging sections showing overlap was identified and

![Figure 1](https://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/micro.html)
used to index the amount of CST damage (Fig 2). The resulting measure could range from 0%, indicating no overlap between the masks, to 100%, indicating complete overlap of the CST mask by the infarction mask.

### Statistical Analysis

Pearson correlation analyses were used to identify any possible relationship between the amount of peduncle asymmetry and the percentage of overlap of the CST mask by the infarction mask and also to determine whether total infarction volume was related to peduncular asymmetry. Significance level was set to $P < 0.05$.

### Results

#### Neuroimaging Findings

The peduncular area ipsilateral to the infarction(s) was, on average, 72% of the peduncular area contralateral to the infarction(s). The average percentage of maximal CST overlap by infarction was 49%. Average total infarction volume was 19 cm$^3$ (range, 0.04–157.00 cm$^3$). There was no interaction between the specific scanner used and the associated infarction volumes ($F_{2,32} = 0.992; P = .38$), which suggests that the scanners were comparable in their sensitivity to and resolution of cerebral infarctions, despite differences in magnetic field strength.

#### Correlation between Peduncle Asymmetry and CST Damage

The peduncular asymmetry ratio was significantly related to the amount of infarction overlap with the CST ($r = -0.65; P < .001$; Fig 3). This finding provided preliminary support for the hypothesis that the extent of CST injury in the cerebral hemisphere is correlated with the extent of peduncular atrophy. However, whereas the CST-infarction overlap method directly assesses CST injury, peduncular asymmetry is not specific to CST injury, because other corticofugal tracts also traverse the peduncles other than the CST (ie, frontopontine, temporopontine, parietopontine, and occipitopontine fibers). Consequently, extensive cerebral injury outside of the CST could have disproportionately affected peduncular asymmetry by damaging these other fibers, thus possibly affecting our ability to detect an effect from CST injury alone. We, therefore, reexamined the correlation between the peduncular asymmetry ratio and the proportional extent of overlap with the CST by excluding patients with the largest infarction volumes. However, excluding patients whose total infarction volumes were greater than 2 SDs from the mean (ie, 30 cm$^3$; $n = 9$) did not change the significance of the relationship between CST injury and peduncular asymmetry ($r = -0.51; P = .01$). The correlation between peduncle asymmetry and total infarction volume was weak and not significant ($r = -0.31; P = .09$).

### Discussion

Our findings indicate that the calculated maximal proportion of CST overlap by cerebral infarction was superior to total infarction volume for predicting the extent of ipsilateral peduncular atrophy on axial imaging sections in patients with chronic poststroke hemiparesis, at least for subjects who qualified for CI therapy. Previous research for the most part has not evaluated whether the extent of vascular lesion at any stage can predict the extent of remote tissue loss. The one exception was Khong et al, who evaluated 11 hemiparetic children at least 1 year after middle cerebral artery infarction. Their study’s atrophy ratio, based on comparing left and right sides of the midbrain rather than the peduncles, was significantly correlated with the maximum area of infarction in the hemisphere as seen on axial views ($r = -0.70$). Although Khong et al used different methods than we did, their findings similarly suggest that the planar extent of supratentorial infarction is directly related to the amount of postinfarct degeneration along the corticofugal fibers of the midbrain. Our findings furthermore show that it is the areal extent of infarction, and not its volumetric extent, that determines the amount of remote tissue loss along a tract. This implies that there is a lawful relationship between the 2D extent of an infarction that ex-
tends perpendicularly through a fiber bundle and the areal loss along the same fiber bundle remotely.

It is unclear whether our findings would generalize to all stroke patients with chronic hemiparesis, because we used strict clinical inclusion criteria. However, the mean total infarction volume and volume ranges in our sample did not differ markedly from infarction volumes reported in acute stroke surveys with broader inclusion criteria.\(^2,3,35-37\) Consequently, it is unlikely that our clinical inclusion criteria would strongly alter the relationships that would be obtained between infarction measures and peduncular atrophy for chronic hemiparetic stroke patients in general.

A methodologic limitation of our study was its use of the CST representation as depicted in the Talairach atlas. The cortical extent of the CST representation in the atlas extends only to Brodmann area 4 (the precentral gyrus), whereas the CST actually originates from more widely distributed cortical areas.\(^19\) However, this restriction in the depiction of the origin of the CST did not prevent our uncovering a significant and biologically plausible relationship between the amount of CST injury at the site of infarction and the extent of remote ipsilateral atrophy in the peduncle.

The atrophic changes in the cerebral peduncles that followed supratentorial infarction reflected the effects of wallerian degeneration rather than transsynaptic degeneration, because the peduncles consist only of corticofugal fibers that originate from the ipsilateral hemisphere and do not include cell bodies. Among stroke patients with chronic hemiparesis, wallerian degeneration of the CST would be expected to significantly account for the variance in the cross-sectional area of the atrophied cerebral peduncle, though other corticofugal fibers in the peduncle could also have degenerated after supratentorial infarction. Our findings suggest that, as a general principle, the areal extent of remote wallerian degeneration of a fiber tract is proportional to the maximal proportional extent of the infarction’s overlap with a planar representation of the unlesioned boundary of the involved fiber bundle, because axonal injury close to the origin of the tract should occur in an anterograde manner throughout the remainder of the tract. The CST is well defined at multiple levels of the neuraxis and, therefore, readily lends itself to such evaluation. Such a relationship would probably be less strong in CNS regions in which the fibers course bidirectionally (eg, corpus callosum), have diverse spatial orientations (eg, pons), or may be difficult to image due to technical constraints (eg, spinal cord), but nonetheless the extent of infarction overlap with a particular fiber bundle should be consistently related to the resulting atrophy at other, remote portions of the same tract. Further research that would use diffusion tensor imaging might confirm this hypothesis due to its ability to specify more precisely the course of fiber bundles within individual patients, as opposed to transposing from a generic brain atlas, as we have done here.

It should be noted, however, that not all diseases that lesion the CST behave in this manner. In particular, atrophic lateral sclerosis and corticobasal degeneration have been shown to be associated with selective atrophy of the CST in the medulla but not the midbrain, despite the loss of Betz cells in the motor cortex.\(^38,39\) These findings suggest that retrograde degeneration of the CST occurs in neurodegenerative disorders, which is absent under supratentorial cerebral infarction. Consequently, considerably different neuropathologic mechanisms appear to govern CST atrophy in various cerebral motor neuron disorders.

Our findings help to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the clinical-pathologic relationships that follow stroke. The significant relationship that has been demonstrated to occur between acute ischemic lesion extent and infarction extent later in the first year after stroke onset \(r = 0.68-0.84\)\(^1,2\) suggests that the acute ischemic lesion extent could also reliably predict the amount of subsequent poststroke loss in the remote CST due to wallerian degeneration, at least in the affected cerebral peduncle. Our findings also suggest that the significant relationship between infarction extent in chronic stroke and concurrent motor findings\(^18,21\) may be entirely due to local infarction effects and is not additionally affected by the extent of remote tissue loss.

**Conclusion**

Months are required before the associated Wallerian degeneration after cerebral infarction effects appreciable volume loss. Within a sample of hemiparetic chronic stroke patients, we found that a simple measure of the infarction’s injury to the hemispheric course of the CST predicted the extent of remote tissue loss in the ipsilateral cerebral peduncle, which was likely to have resulted primarily from Wallerian degeneration of the CST. We suggest that, in general, the extent of postinfarction tract necrosis close to the origin of a specific fiber tract has a predictable quantitative effect on anterograde tract atrophy remote from the site of injury.
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